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SUMMARY
In this thesis, a new technique for using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) in mag-
netic field was explored. This technique would take advantage of the sensitive nature of
QCM to vibration changes. The idea is to perturb the QCM vibrations with magnetic ma-
terials on it by applying magnetic field. A new instrument called magnetic QCM (MQCM)
was constructed to explore this technique.
The thesis is divided into three bodies of work. The first body describes the development
of the MQCM instrument and the demonstration of the technique. The resonance frequency
of a QCM with conducting polymer (polyaniline) suspension in poly(ethylene glycol) was
observed to increase with increasing the externally applied uniform DC magnetic field.
Slowly sweeping the magnetic field between 0 and 3.1 T results in a frequency-field response
curve. Chemical doping was done by exposing the polyaniline-emeraldine base film to
HCl vapor. The change in population of free spins is reflected in increased frequency-field
curve magnitude after HCl doping. Two working hypothesis explaining this observation are
offered to explain how frequency of QCM with deposited magnetic film shifts with increasing
intensity of the magnetic field.
The second body of work describes the study of QCM proximity phenomenon discovered
during the development process of the MQCM instrument. When an object approaches a
vibrating quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) the resonant frequency changes. This “prox-
imity effect” is seen at the distance of 10 mm in air and becomes more pronounced as the
distance decreases. This effect depends on the value of quality factor (Q-factor), conduc-
tivity of the object, and electrical connection of the object to the QCM electrodes. The
proximity effect is largest (>200 Hz for 10 MHz QCM) when the Q-factor is low (< 1000)
and a conducting metal plate (e.g. Cu) is electrically shorted to the proximal (nearest)
QCM electrode. The finite element modeling shows that the effect is likely due to capaci-
tive interaction of the object with the fringing electromagnetic field of the QCM. A simple
xiii
modified Butterworth Van-dyke model is used to describe this effect. It must be recognized
that this effect may lead to large experimental artifacts in a variety of analytical QCM ap-
plications where Q-factor changes. Therefore, in order to avoid artifacts, QCMs and similar
mass acoustic devices should not operate in low Q-factor (< 1000) regime.
The third body of work describes an improved 2nd version of MQCM and in this work
the complex geometry such as particle suspension were simplified to alternating stack of
ferromagnetic and diamagnetic layers. When external magnetic fields of up to 10kG was
applied, changes in the QCM admittance magnitude and phase curves were observed.
A mass-equivalent stack of continuous consecutive layers of nickel and gold was also ex-
posed to magnetic field but no admittance magnitude and phase changes were observed.
Butterworth-van-Dyke (BVD) model was used to mimic the observed effects by varying only
the equivalent resistor component. Since the resistor component changes in BVD model are
attributed to internal shear friction effects among other losses, it indicates that the friction
at the nickel/gold interface is modulated by the magnetic field. Quantum effect similar
to giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was considered. However, after examining SEM sur-
face images, the sources of acoustic response to magnetic field is more likely coming from
material interfacial stresses and not from the quantum effects.
Overall, this thesis has opened a new research area that combines the sensitive nature
of piezoelectric resonators such as the QCM and magnetic materials. The results from





This chapter explains the background on quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), magnetism,
motivation for developing the magnetic QCM (MQCM), and the brief descriptions of ex-
periments performed with the MQCM instrument.
1.1 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
1.1.1 General
The piezoelectric effect or piezoelectricity is the ability of certain crystals to generate an
electric field from an externally applied mechanical stress. The effect is reversible, in which
the electric field can slightly change the shape of a crystal by producing stress and/or
strain. Crystals such as quartz can be cut at certain angles (Figure 1) to produce certain
geometries with select resonance frequencies of very high quality factor (ratio of frequency
and bandwidth defined in Eq. 1). Because of the extremely high quality factor resonance
frequencies, piezoelectric crystals were first utilized in electronic filters by W. G. Cady [7].
Applications for such piezoelectric crystal have later developed into areas such as high-
voltage sources, actuators, frequency control, and ultrasonic transducers. However, it was
Sauerbrey who used a quartz crystal to determine very small mass (∆f = 0.233Hz/ng/cm2
for 10 MHz AT-cut QCM calculated from [17])changes in a thin film [46], and the device
became known as the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). They are often used in the
semiconductor industry for measuring and controlling the thickness of film depositions and





∆f =Half power resonant bandwidth




QCM is a transducer consisting of two metal electrodes evaporated on opposite sides of a
thin piezoelectric quartz plate. The geometry and boundary conditions allow a resonating
acoustic transverse shear wave in the quartz plate (Figure 2). The thickness (d) and acoustic
shear wave velocity (V ) of the quartz determines the fundamental resonance frequency in




1.1.3 Modes of Operation
QCM is usually operated in conjunction with an economical oscillator circuit [2]. In this
mode, a oscillator circuit excites a QCM and feeds back an amplified response from the
QCM. Because of the feedback loop, the circuit will oscillate at the resonating frequency.
A circuit cutoff switch can be added to the oscillator circuit to switch off the excitation
voltage and measure the decaying sine wave of the QCM voltage [45, 48]. The decay rate
parameters add another dimension to the oscillator mode of operation.
Figure 1: Different resonator cuts of a quartz crystal.
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QCM can also be driven by network analysis of impedance or admittance in which a
frequency sweeping excitation sine wave is applied to a QCM. The electric conductance as
a function of excitation frequency can determined by a network analyzer.
1.1.4 Effects of Temperature and Stress
The resonance frequency of a QCM is dependent on temperature, stress, and pressure.
Different cuts of quartz (Figure 1) reacts differently to these parameters. The temperature
dependance of different cut QCM is shown in Figure 3. In this graph, the widely popular
AT-cut QCM show the greatest temperature stability at room temperature compared with
other cuts of quartz crystal.
1.1.5 Small-Load Approximation
Acoustic resonators are often modeled with equivalent electrical circuits. Equivalent circuits
are the electrical equivalent to the mechanical and acoustic reflectivity descriptions [42].
The impedance analysis of a QCM can be modeled using the Butterworth-van-Dyke (BVD)
model shown in Figure 4. The BVD model is composed of a motional arm described by
the circuit components; resistor (R1), capacitor (C1), and inductor (L1), and electrical arm
























Figure 2: a) Blank QCM oscillating in air with shear waves. b) Materials added to an
QCM electrode to alter inertial motion of shear wave translating to a change in resonance
frequency.
3
elasticity of the quartz. The L1 inductor represents inertial mass. The R1 resistor rep-
resents the energy losses from viscous effects, internal friction, and damping induced by
crystal holder. The C0 capacitor determines the admittance away from resonance, while
the motional arm consisting of R1, L1 and C1, dominates the admittance near the reso-
nance [24]. The ZL component represents the impedance from the load. This value can
only be determined by comparing the unloaded and loaded states of a QCM. Assuming a
frequency shift is much smaller than the resonant frequency, the frequency shift due to ZL
can be predicted by small-load approximation shown in Eq. 3, where f0 is the fundamental








The simplicity of small-load approximation makes the interpretation of QCM data easy






















Figure 3: Resonator temperature dependance of different cuts of quartz.





Figure 4: Butterworth-van-Dyke (BVD) model of a QCM.
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solution of a perturbation analysis [26], the stress to speed relationship is assumed to be
linear. If the average stress-to-speed ratio of a sample at the surface can be calculated
then the small-load approximation can be used for quantitative analysis. Otherwise, the
interpretation has to remain qualitative.
When, the stress to speed relationship is not linear due to surface roughness, phenomena
like slip and yield sets in. For these cases, a more generalized small-load approximation
equation Eq. 4 can be applied, where, µ0 is oscillation amplitude and stress (σ(t)), is










In the classical application of QCM defined by the Sauerbrey equation (Eq. 5), a thin film
is assumed to rigidly couple to the crystal. In this case, the stress is governed by inertia,
σ = −ω2µ0Mf , where µ0 is the amplitude of oscillation and Mf is the average mass per
unit area. After inserting the inertia term into the small-load approximation Eq. 4, one
arrives at the Sauerbrey equation (Eq. 5), where Cq is a modified version of Zqcm constant.
∆f = −Cqf02∆Mf (5)
1.1.7 Electrochemical QCM
Because of the conducting electrodes on a QCM, one of these electrodes can be easily
combined with electrochemistry. Such combination is then called Electrochemical QCM
(EQCM) [5, 6]. The frequency shift information can be correlated with the amount of
charge passed during an electrochemical reaction thereby determining current efficiency.
1.2 Magnetism
All materials are influenced by the presence of a magnetic field. The source of this effect
goes all the way to the atomic level (Figure 5). Maxwell’s equations have described the re-
lationship between moving charge and magnetic field [34]. The spinning of electrons in their
5
orbit around the atomic nucleus produces a magnetic moment [38]. Many atoms/molecules
have electron spins in opposite directions. By having opposite spins, the magnetic moments
will cancel out.
For magnetic materials, a key measure of the magnetic property is the magnetic sus-
ceptibility (χm), which relates magnetic field (H) and magnetization density (M) in (6).
Similar to Equation (6) and (7) are used to describe the relationship between magnetic
field flux density (B) and magnetic field (H). The relative magnetic permeability (µr) is
1 + χm. Both (µr) and (χm) describe the density of magnetic moments that are aligned
when a certain magnetic field (H) is applied.
M = χmH (6)
When there is no or very little net magnetic moment, the material is considered dia-
magnetic. This is defined as having negative χm. In practical terms, diamagnetic materials
have such small magnetic moments that room temperature thermal kinetic energy randomly
orients the small net magnetic moments in the bulk (Figure 6). If a magnetic field is ex-
ternally applied to diamagnetic materials, the magnetic moments will not be significantly









Figure 5: Magnetic dipole from unpaired spinning electrons.
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B =µrµ0H = µ0(H + M)
µr = relative permeability


















































Figure 6: Diamagnetic dipole orientations
Paramagnetic materials have magnetic susceptibility greater than zero and have some
net magnetic moments. Paramagnetic materials normally have random orientation of mag-
netic moments (Figure 7). However, under an externally applied magnetic field, paramag-
netic materials will magnetize by orienting their magnetic moments in the direction of the
external field. When the external field is removed, a paramagnetic material will return to










































Figure 7: Paramagnetic dipole orientations
Some materials have large net magnetic moments and can be easily magnetized. These
material are known as ferromagnetic materials and usually have magnetic susceptibility
much greater than zero. Some ferromagnetic materials are normally magnetized at room
temperature. However, with enough kinetic energy this magnetization can be randomized
(Figure 8). When cooled to room temperature, the dipoles will stay randomized. An
7



































Figure 8: Ferromagnetic dipole orientations
For diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials, the µr value is constant, resulting in a
linear relationship between B and H. For ferromagnetic materials, µr is not constant since
the material can be easily saturated at low magnetic fields. The linear B −H relationship
only holds for very low field and then a non-linear saturation occurs. The B −H curve is
one of the important relationships used to determine µr or χm.
1.3 Existing Techniques for Measuring Magnetic Proper-
ties
Many techniques can measure the B − H curve of materials. Instruments such as Fara-
day balance, alternating gradient force magnetometer (AGFM or AGM), vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM), and super-conducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) have
been around for decades [14].
The Faraday balance technique is the oldest of all the techniques. It works by subjecting
a sample material to a gradient magnetic field and measuring the force induced on the sample
material (Figure 9). The force can be measured by a variety of weighing methods. This
force corresponds to the degree of magnetization. Using an electromagnet, a field gradient
sweep and measuring magnetization in the form of induced force on the sample will generate
a classic B −H curve.
The alternating gradient force technique shown in Figure 10 uses a superimposed AC
gradient field on a DC field to create vibrations in the sample. These vibrations are detected
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by a piezoelectric transducer and converted to a voltage signal. Because of the noise, a lock-
in amplifier is usually used to amplify the signal at the frequency of the superimposed AC
signal. The amplified signal amplitude corresponds to the magnetization of the material at
that magnetic field intensity, resulting in a B-H curve.
The vibrating sample technique shown in Figure 11 is one of the more popular techniques
for measuring magnetic properties. A sample is vibrated in the Z direction with small
amplitude and known frequency in a DC uniform magnetic field. The motion of the sample














Figure 10: Principle of alternating gradient field technique
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the sample vibration. This disturbance can be converted to electrical voltage by a set of
induction (pickup) coils. A lock-in amplifier can amplify the signal and measure the signal












Figure 11: Principle of vibrating sample magnetometer technique
The super-conducting quantum interference technique is the most sensitive technique for
measuring magnetic property. This technique, shown in Figure 12, uses two Josephson junc-
tions that have slightly different insulation thickness for the two paths on a superconductor.
The Josephson junction will develop a biasing current corresponding to the difference in
wave function of the tunneling Cooper pairs. If a constant biasing current is maintained
in the SQUID device, the measured voltage oscillates with the phase difference at the two
junctions. Since the phase difference at the two junctions depends on the change in the
magnetic flux, counting the phase shift in the voltage oscillations allows the measurement
of the small magnetization change that has occurred [10].
For all the techniques of magnetic property measuring, very few major advancements
have occurred in the last two decades. Recent advancements have just allowed techniques
such as VSM and SQUID to measure magnetic properties of thin films, but the film mass
must be separately determined. These techniques are well established, but all are based
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on the assumption that the magnetic properties of the sample do not change during the
measurement. No one has investigated the transient change in material magnetic property
during (in-situ) chemical reactions. None of the established techniques can conveniently
measure sample properties during a chemical experiment.
1.4 Conducting Polymers and Magnetism
The study of magnetic properties provides important information about new materials. One
such group of materials is conducting polymers. In this research, polyaniline (PANI) was
used. PANI is a promising material in such areas as organic electronics, gas sensors, and
batteries [51].
Polyaniline was first known in 1835 as “aniline black.” There are five oxidation states of
polyaniline: leucoemeraldine, protoemeraldine, emeraldine, nigraniline, and pernigraniline.
Leucoemeraldine is the most reduced form of polyaniline and Pernigraniline is the most
oxidized form of polyaniline [51]. Of the five oxidation states, each one can exist in the
base or the protonated (salt) form (Figure 13). Neither reduced nor oxidized extremes of
polyaniline is interesting because they either do not have enough carriers or too much paired
















Figure 12: Principle of superconducting interference technique
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In the base form of polyaniline emeraldine, the material is not very conductive because of
very few carriers. However, when it is doped or protonated it becomes conductive because
of the hole carriers are formed from protonation. This property of polyaniline makes it
similar to a p-type semiconductor. PANI conductivity can then be modulated by gas or
voltage to either enhance or quench the free carriers. This property of PANI makes it
attractive for use in chemical sensors or as an organic material for organic electronics. The
conductivity of a material is also often tied to magnetic property because of the existence of
unpaired electron spins. Some studies have been done to investigate the magnetic properties
of PANI [30, 37, 39]. However, a great deal is still unknown about the magnetic properties
of this material.






















Figure 13: Base and salt form of Polyaniline.
1.5 The Problem and Motivation for New Technique
Past research [23] has already established that specially modified PANI changes its conduc-
tivity and work function when exposed to certain gases. PANI is an organic semiconductor
and can be modified to create a chemically selective sensor for various gases [22]. It has been
surmised that similar to changes in electrical properties when exposed to gases, the magnetic
properties of PANI would also be affected. The magnetic properties may provide additional
insight into gas/solid interactions of PANI, spintronics, and other applications of organic
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semiconductors. Thus, in-situ magnetic property measurement is potentially important for
conducting polymers because many of the effects of gases on these materials are both re-
versible and irreversible. The lack of in-situ measurement capability of other techniques
motivated the creation of a new style of instrument for in-situ characterization of material
magnetic properties. The first inspiration came from the work of Grebennikov et al. [18],
who reported on operation of quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) in a non-homogeneous
magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet with shaped poles. Our attempt to repli-
cate their non-homogeneous, static magnetic field experiment yielded a similar result in
a homogeneous field. However, we extended our approach to operation of the QCM in a
scanned homogeneous magnetic field.
1.6 Development of MQCM
A new technique for measurement of magnetic properties of materials is demonstrated. It
can be used for the measurement of thin magnetic films during their chemical modification.
The resonance frequency of a QCM with conducting polymer (polyaniline) suspension in
poly(ethylene glycol) was observed to increase with increasing the externally applied uniform
DC magnetic field. Slowly sweeping the magnetic field between 0 and 3.1 T results in a
frequency-field response curve. Chemical doping was done by exposing the polyaniline-
emeraldine base film to HCl vapor. The change in population of free spins is reflected
in increased frequency-field curve magnitude after HCl doping. Two working hypothesis
explaining this observation are offered to explain how frequency of QCM with deposited
magnetic film shifts with increasing intensity of the magnetic field.
1.7 Proximity Effect in QCM
During the development process of the MQCM instrument, the QCM proximity phenomenon
was discovered. When an object approaches a vibrating quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
the resonant frequency changes. This “proximity effect” is seen at the distance of 10 mm
in air and becomes more pronounced as the distance decreases. This effect depends on the
value of quality factor (Q-factor), conductivity of the object, and electrical connection of the
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object to the QCM electrodes. The proximity effect is largest (>200 Hz for 10 MHz QCM)
when the Q-factor is low (< 1000) and a conducting metal plate (e.g. Cu) is electrically
shorted to the proximal (nearest) QCM electrode. The finite element modeling shows that
the effect is likely due to capacitive interaction of the object with the fringing electromag-
netic field of the QCM. A simple modified Butterworth Van-dyke model is used to describe
this effect. It must be recognized that this effect may lead to large experimental artifacts
in a variety of analytical QCM applications where Q-factor changes. Therefore, in order to
avoid artifacts, QCMs and similar mass acoustic devices should not operate in low Q-factor
(< 1000) regime.
1.8 MQCM Multi-layer Stack
A stack of alternating layers of nickel and gold was electroplated on a quartz crystal mi-
crobalance (QCM). When external magnetic fields of up to 10kG was applied, changes in
the QCM admittance magnitude and phase curves were observed. A mass-equivalent stack
of continuous consecutive layers of nickel and gold was also exposed to magnetic field but
no admittance magnitude and phase changes were observed. Butterworth-van-Dyke (BVD)
model was used to mimic the observed effects by varying only the equivalent resistor compo-
nent. Since the resistor component changes in BVD model are attributed to internal shear
friction effects among other losses, it indicates that the friction at the nickel/gold interface




In this work, the design of the first MQCM instrument and engineering specifications were
described. Using the first MQCM instrument, a set of experiment was done to validate the
ability of MQCM to detect different concentrations of the paramagnetic material, polyani-
line (PANI). Because of the successful validation of MQCM ability with PANI, a further
experiment was done to test ability of MQCM to detect changes to magnetic properties of
PANI by doping.
2.1 Magnetic Quartz Crystal Microbalance (MQCM) Con-
cept
QCMs can be an extremely sensitive detection tool for physical changes of material prop-
erties, such as elasticity, surface viscosity, interfacial properties of multi-layers, etc. [24].
It has been surmised that magnetic materials deposited on an oscillating QCM and sub-
jected to strong non-homogeneous magnetic field develop a force perturbation that changes
the resonant frequency [18]. The goal in developing our instrument is to use a QCM to
measure in-situ magnetic properties of thin films of conducting polymers, namely, during
their exposure to various chemicals and chemical reactions. This new style of instrument
provides the combination of mass and magnetic measurements using the same device. This
new instrument is called magnetic quartz crystal microbalance (MQCM). The extremely
sensitive nature of piezoelectric acoustic perturbation could also promise a greater level of
sensitivity with higher frequency devices used for mass measurements, such as for example,
surface acoustic wave devices (SAW).
In the past, there were some studies on liquid phase QCM operation and electromagnetic
excitation of thickness-shear mode (TSM) piezoelectric sensor in liquid [52,56]. Their results
showed an amplitude enhancement effect on TSM sensors by electromagnetic excitation and
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pointed to a possibility of QCM being used as a tool for measuring magnetic properties.
R. Brendel et al. reported on the effect of magnetic field on piezoelectric resonators [3,
4]. Their studies showed that if magnetic materials are used as supports for the quartz
crystal resonators, stresses from these supports induced by the magnetic field will alter the
resonance frequency of the resonator.
2.2 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
2.2.1 Overall system description
The MQCM system diagram is shown in Figure 14. The system consists of an electromagnet,
field control, field measurement, QCM, oscillator, frequency counter, digital multi-meter,
















Figure 14: Magnetic Quartz Microbalance (MQCM) system diagram.
2.2.2 Electromagnet
An electromagnet is used to generate the uniform magnetic field. The electromagnet in
the current system is a GMW H-frame model 3473-70 capable of 70A current. The 50 mm
diameter flat face magnet pole caps with tapered edges are used. The gap between the
magnet poles is set to about 6 mm. The ultra flat pole faces provide a highly uniform
magnetic field. This and the scanning mode are the major differences between our design
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and the previously reported system [18]. The magnet is water cooled with a heat exchanger
connected to an external water supply. The magnet coil temperature is kept at around 19
degrees C +/- 1 degree.
2.2.3 Field control and measurement
The electromagnet is powered by a PowerTen R62 60 V, 110 A programmable power supply.
This power supply is capable of 0.0269 A current step resolution and stability of 0.05 % over
8 hours. Because the magnet pole material will saturate around 2 T, the magnetic field flux
density does not vary linearly with current passing through the magnet coils. The magnet
pole spacing will also result in different current vs. magnetic field flux density curves. With
this power supply and magnet pole gap configuration, the maximum magnetic field flux
density that can be achieved is around 32 kG (3.2 Tesla) in air. The magnet also includes
a residual field flux of around 350 to 420 G. The field measurement is made by a Lakeshore
HMMT-6J04-VR Hall probe and Lakeshore 455DSP gaussmeter set. This measurement set
is capable of measuring magnetic field flux density from 35 G to 35 kG at 5-digit precision. It
is also temperature compensated and includes a thermocouple of 0.01 degree C resolution







Figure 15: Photograph of MQCM setup.
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are either current control only or current control with Hall probe feedback. For ramping
the magnetic field intensity (H), a pre-established H vs. current calibration curve is used
to directly control current instead of feedback control. For more stability, a Hall probe
feedback control of current is used with the help of a computer.
2.2.4 QCM crystal and oscillator
The system used 10 MHz AT-cut etched QCMs of 13.67 mm diameter with 5.1 mm diameter
electrodes (International Crystal Manufacture Inc.). The electrode material consists of a 10
nm Ti adhesion layer and a 100 nm Au layer. The QCM is operated by a Maxtek PLO-10i
phase lock oscillator (5.1 to 10MHz). The oscillator outputs the QCM frequency and the
admittance as an amplified analog voltage.
2.2.5 Frequency counter and digital multi-meter
The QCM resonance frequency information from the oscillator is acquired by an HP 53131A
frequency counter. The frequency counter is then interfaced with the computer via a general
purpose interface bus (GPIB) serial cable. The QCM admittance information is acquired
by an HP 34401A digital multi-meter. A computer is used to provide complex control
sequences and multiple data acquisition. The program LabView is used in conjunction with
a GPIB PCI board to communicate with the instruments.
2.2.6 Sample holder and measurement chamber
The custom engineered sample chamber consists of five identical ports (Figure 16). The
sample holder is used to provide mechanical support for the QCM as well as electrical
connection to the two QCM electrodes. It was designed to fit into one of the five ports. The
mechanical support is provided by two gold plated clips soldered (60/40 tin/lead) to two
copper tubes. The copper tubes leads extending outside of the high magnetic field area were
connected to solid wires via solder. The wires were then connected to a BNC connector.
The sample holder, sample chamber, and other accessories were made from Vantico 5510
resin using a rapid prototyping stereolithography technique. The copper tube electrical
leads, brass gas tubes, and Hall probe were sealed using Loctite 404 glue. O-rings seal each
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port by compression. The sample chamber is sealed to the magnet poles by two large Viton
O-rings.
2.2.7 Wiring and shielding
It was found that wiring and electronic shielding precautions must be taken to eliminate
interference from the strong magnetic field or the magnet power supply The small induc-
tance on any twisted braided wires is affected by even a slow sweep of the applied field.
Therefore, solid core wires must be used to connect the QCM to the oscillator. The magnet
power supply also produces a great deal of electromagnetic interference affecting the QCM
oscillator loop. This loop must be shielded to establish an interference-free cavity. The
shielding as well as one of the QCM electrodes must be connected to the power supply
ground.
The sample chamber is designed to provide a gas-tight seal for nitrogen or a low-vacuum
environment. However, because of residual electronic interferences, the sample chamber
must be lined by a layer of copper foil, which makes the realization of gas tight seal difficult.
2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
2.3.1 Film preparation
A set of preliminary experiments was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the MQCM
system. PANI emeraldine base (PANI-EB) powder of 5,000 molecular weight (mw), as the
sample material was suspended in poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) of 4,000 mw. A solution
of 7.5 %wt of PEG in water was prepared for mixing with PANI-EB powder in ratios of
0 mg, 4 mg, 8 mg, and 16 mg PANI-EB to 4 ml of PEG solution. The resulting PANI to
PEG concentrations are 0 %wt, 1.3 %wt, 2.7 %wt, and 5.3 %wt, respectively. The mixtures
were then shaken until the PANI powder was dispersed in the solution. Four QCMs were
selected for deposition of the composite via spin casting. After each crystal was flooded
by a particular solution mixture, it was spun at 600 rpm for 15 minutes and then dried
at room temperature. The spin-casting and drying processes were repeated three times,































(c) Engineering drawing of sample holder.
Figure 16: Technical engineering drawings of MQCM sample chamber and holder.
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on a QCM is shown in Figure 18. It is obvious from the micrograph that the cluster size
of PANI is irregular. Basic film profilometry data shows that the average film roughness
increases with increasing PANI concentration (Table 1). The corresponding frequency shift
(dfL) resulting from mass loading for each crystal is shown in Table 1.
Sample Holder Hall Probe
QCM
(a) Photo of the MQCM sample chamber.
(b) Photo of the MQCM sample holder.
Figure 17: Pictures of MQCM sample chamber and holder.
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100 µm
Figure 18: Micrograph of crystal 5 with 2.7%wt PANI.
2.3.2 Measurement protocol
Before and after the film deposition on the QCM, the resonance frequency and admittance
were recorded. After the film deposition, the QCM was mounted on the sample holder
and inserted into the sample chamber. The sample holder was connected to the oscillator,
and the copper shielding was attached. The oscillator trimmer capacitor was tuned until
a phase lock was achieved and further tuned to obtain the highest admittance possible.
The QCM resonance frequency and admittance were continuously monitored. When the
frequency drift was less than 10 Hz per hour or drifting at a constant rate, the experiment
started. The experiment consisted of monitoring at the residual field for 2 minutes, then
ramping up magnetic field intensity linearly for 2 minutes reaching 31 kG. Once it was
reached, 2 more minutes were used to ramp down linearly to the residual field flux level and
2 minutes more of holding at the residual field. The magnetic field profile of an experiment
Table 1: Loading data from spin coat film deposition
Crystal PANI Frequency Shift Est. Mass Added Avg. Roughness
Number Concentration (dfL) (0.233Hz/ng/cm2) (Ra)
1 0%wt 44.11 kHz 10.28 µg 0.5872 µm
4 1.3%wt 49.07 kHz 11.43 µg 0.9622 µm
5 2.7%wt 31.43 kHz 7.32 µg 1.1457 µm
6 5.3%wt 37.76 kHz 8.80 µg 1.9679 µm
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is shown in Figure 19. The field intensity was controlled by a predetermined current-versus-
field-intensity-calibration curve. That sequence was repeated at least four times for each
sample.
Often, the QCM frequency had a slow near-linear drift through the experiment. The
experimental results were corrected mathematically for such linear drift. The frequency was
monitored until a clear linear drift was reached. The experiment began with a 2 minute
period at zero current to determine the drift rate.
After all the magnetic field response measurements were completed, a further experiment
was done to demonstrate the change in the magnetic properties of the PANI films resulting
from acid doping. All films were placed in a closed glass container together with a small
beaker with 1M HCl. After the glass container was closed, the HCl vapor diffused through-
out the volume of the container, doping the PANI suspended in the PEG material for 40
minutes. This vapor-doping process produces more free electron spins in PANI, as indicated
by the change of the dark blue color of PANI-EB to dark green of polyaniline-emeraldine
salt (PANI-ES) [40,41,49]. The magnetic field response experiments then commenced.






































Figure 19: Magnetic field intensity profile for a typical experiment.
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2.4 RESULTS
Our observations clearly show an increase of QCM resonance frequency with increasing
magnetic field. Figure 20 shows the shift of QCM resonance frequency divided by the
corresponding loading frequency shift (dfL) as a function of the magnetic field intensity for
the different concentrations of PANI particle suspension film. The loading normalized QCM
resonance frequency clearly responds to the increase of magnetic field intensity, yielding a
magnetic response curve resembling an arbitrary B − H curve. The higher concentration
of PANI in the films produces a clear response, while the film with no PANI has almost no
response. The magnitude of the response for the films with PANI appears to be doubling
with PANI concentrations. There is also a clear hysteresis between the frequency shift
curve for increasing and decreasing magnetic field intensity (Figure 20). It is known that
paramagnetic materials should exhibit a linear B−H curve, while ferromagnetic materials
would exhibit a saturation curve with hysteresis. Perhaps PANI falls in between these two
classes of materials. There are additional somewhat characteristic features on the response
curve. However, it is premature to speculate on the exact nature of these features. Although
the equivalent electrical impedance data of the QCMs were taken during the experiment,
the signal was too noisy to yield meaningful information. However, the QCM impedance
data acquisition will be improved in the future.
The magnetization curves of the PANI in PEG films before and after doping are shown
in Figure 21. The 0 %wt PANI film showed no change to its ∆f vs H curve. The curves
for 1.3 %wt and 5.3 %wt PANI films show a clear increase of magnetic response magnitude
with the doping. The HCl doping must have affected the PANI in the film over and above
mass increase to produce such changes in ∆f vs H curves. This effect would be expected
as the number of free spins in PANI-ES has increased.
2.5 DISCUSSION
Interestingly, no magnetization effects have been observed in continuous films of PANI,
either before or after doping. Only suspensions of PANI particles dispersed in PEG film
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produced the magnetization effect. To explain the possible MQCM response, we have formu-
lated two working hypotheses. The first one is called “Acoustic impedance perturbation.”
It is based on the idea that the externally applied magnetic field will stiffen the film by
increasing the force coupling between magnetic particles. Imagine two identical small ball
magnets shown in Figure 22. When they come close together, they are attracted to each
other and a certain force is generated on both balls. Now, if the degree of magnetization
of both magnets changes, this coupling force changes as well. Also, if the transverse (ver-
tical) position of one ball changes in a sinusoidal fashion, the interactive force acting on
the second ball will cause it to move sinusoidally, but with a reduced amplitude. In other
words, the two balls behave as a weakly magnetically coupled mechanical oscillator. The
amplitude of the second ball will be amplified by the gradient of magnetic force because
of the lateral distance between them. The coupling phenomenon between these two ball
magnets is analogous to particles suspended in a polymer matrix. When small particles






























4)1) 0%wt PANI PEG Film
2) 1.3%wt PANI PEG Film
3) 2.7%wt PANI PEG Film
4) 5.3%wt PANI PEG Film
Figure 20: Comparison of the increasing delta QCM frequency (∆f = ft − f0) to mass
loading frequency shift (∆f/dfL) ratio as a function of magnetic field sweep for the different
PANI concentration in the PEG films.
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are suspended in a polymer matrix as a film on top of a QCM electrode plate, the elec-
trode shear wave motion forces them to oscillate. This effect is observed at zero magnetic
field. When a magnetic field is applied , the particles couple their motion and promote the
propagation of acoustic waves in the film, thereby decreasing their acoustic impedance and
increasing the resonant frequency. Studies have been done on QCM and polymer melting
transitions and determined that a change in material impedance without mass change will
increase the QCM resonance frequency [33]. It is possible that this magnetically induced
acoustic impedance also changes the resonance frequency.
The second working hypothesis relies on the motion of the particles as they propagate
the acoustic wave. It is called “Magnetic disturbance hypothesis.” A rapidly moving particle
in the presence of a uniform magnetic field will cause a local disturbance to the uniformity
of the field flux density Figure 23. This disturbance occurs because the particles create a
magnetic field gradient at the interface between particle material and surrounding polymer
matrix. If the particle oscillates, then the resulting field disturbance is also perturbed at













1a) 0%wt Before Doping 
1b) 0%wt After
2a) 1.3%wt Before Doping
2b) 1.3%wt After
3a) 2.7%wt Before Doping
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Figure 21: Response curves before and after HCl doping of the PANI PEG films.
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the same frequency as the particle oscillations. The field disturbance can be picked up by
the QCM electrodes and converted to an oscillating voltage. The oscillating voltage from
the field disturbance will be in the same frequency of the electric field in the QCM. This
effect is similar to the principle of the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) in which an
induction coil converts the field disturbance to an AC voltage signal. Unlike the VSM,
which oscillates at 70-200 Hz, the QCM oscillates at around 10 MHz. The coil inductance
in VSM, which limits the frequency that can be picked up, does not apply to the QCM
electrodes since they have much lower inductance. Therefore, it is possible that the field
disturbance caused by the oscillating particles will constructively interfere with the QCM
Ball 1 Ball 2
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Figure 22: Diagram explaining the “Acoustic Impedance” hypothesis using “two balls”
analogy a) Weak attraction force between two balls. b) Movement oscillation on ball 1
induces smaller oscillation on ball 2. c) Attraction force increased due to applied field
increasing induced oscillation coupling on ball 2.
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electrical oscillations. Attempts to using a network analyzer to detect this phenomenon
have not yielded unambiguous results. Electrically, the network analyzer and oscillator
mode of measurement are quite different. The network analyzer excites the QCM and reads
the frequency response of that excitation. However, an oscillator converts the frequency
response to the oscillating voltage of the QCM, amplifies the signal, and then feeds it back
to the QCM. In such a case, the oscillator works as a positive feedback loop. Any electrical
disturbance near the oscillating frequency to this feedback loop will change the frequency of
the oscillations. If an electrical disturbance is generated from the magnetic field disturbance






















Figure 23: Magnetic field disturbance hypothesis due to moving particles in PEG films.
2.6 INTERIM CONCLUSIONS TO CHAPTER 2
Experiments have shown the new MQCM instrument can respond to magnetic properties of
materials and detect the change of such properties resulting from a chemical reaction. From
the results of these experiments, the MQCM instrument clearly has potential as a viable
tool for the study of material magnetic properties. The promise for an in-situ magnetic
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property measurement tool in a controlled chemical environment is real. However, the un-
derstanding of the mechanism, quantitative measurement, and the complete interpretation





QCMs and other acoustic resonators are commonly used as mass sensor platforms [24].
Since the first use of QCMs as a gravimetric tool by Sauerbrey [46], research surrounding
the technology has been extensive. In the past, several reports have noted the influence of
conductivity on the QCM when used in liquids [12, 27, 47, 57]. In 1996, M. Rodahl et al.
[44] provided an explanation of the phenomenon of the liquid conductivity and influence
on QCMs. Their explanation points to the additional shunt capacitance from fringing
electromagnetic fields on the edge of the QCM electrodes in conducting liquids. However,
through the development of magnetic QCM (MQCM) in Chapter 2 [59], we observed a
new effect on highly dampened QCMs with low Q-factors. Often QCMs are mounted in
flow-through cells near metal objects. In the case of MQCM, a crystal is mounted between
two magnet pole faces. We have observed that the frequency shifts when these poles moves
closer or further away. Further observations noted the magnitude of these frequency shifts
are related to the quality factor (Q-factor) of the QCM. A higher Q-factor indicates a lower
rate of energy dissipation relative to the oscillation frequency, so the oscillations die out
more slowly. Under normal operation of these resonators, the Q-factor is high and the
resonant frequency is not affected by external objects such as magnet poles. When the
resonator is coated with an elastic sensing layer and/or operating in viscous liquids, the
resonator is dampened and the Q-factor drops significantly. Under low Q-factor operation
of these resonators, changes to the conductivity, proximity of the surrounding materials, as
well as changes to Q-factor will significantly affect the resonant frequency. The observed
QCM proximity effect seems similar to the operation principle of inductive and capacitive
proximity sensors [9, 21].
Inductive and capacitive proximity sensors work as oscillating RLC resonators. By
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exposing the inductive or capacitive element to a sensing target, the electrical characteristics
of the material affect the exposed inductor or capacitor. A similar effect may also affect
the QCM, since it can be electrically modeled (i.e. Butterworth Van-dyke Model) as a
RLC resonator. External objects may alter inductive and/or capacitive values of the QCM
by interaction with the fringing fields on the edge of the electrodes. The relative sizes of
the electrodes and the external objects also plays a role on the fringing fields. This was
described by M. Rodahl et al. [44] as a method to reduce the influence of fluid conductivity
on QCM frequency. This was done by directing the fringing fields away from the liquid side
of the QCM using different sized electrodes. However, simply directing the fringing fields
does not remove the proximity effect.
To confirm and further study this proximity effect on the QCM, a thin disc of material
would be positioned in parallel to a QCM. The distance between the disc and the QCM
would be varied and the resonant frequency measured. Because the Q factor of the QCM
determines the energy stored in resonance, the lower the Q factor the greater the energy
dissipated to the surrounding environment. Thus, QCM with lower Q factors enhances the
proximity effect. The electrical conductivity of the external material may also influence
the magnitude of the effect. Disc materials with different conductivity will be used in
this experiment. The final parameter in the proximity effect with QCM is the electrical
connection of the external material to the electrodes of the QCM. The proximity effect
exists when the external object is not electrically connected to any of the QCM electrodes.
By connecting one of the electrodes on the QCM to the external conducting material, the
material will further affects the fringing fields compared to a electrically floating external
object.
3.2 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
3.2.1 Overall experiment setup
The experiment setup for exploring the proximity effects of QCMs consisted of a single
QCM, network analyzer, oscillator, frequency counter, relay circuit, data acquisition card,
and a custom made mechanical stage. The setup diagram is shown in Figure 24.
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The QCM was a 13.67 mm diameter 10 MHz AT-cut quartz crystal with 5.1 mm diameter
electrodes manufactured by International Crystal Manufacture Inc. The electrodes are made
of 100 nm of Au on top of 10 nm of Cr for adhesion to the quartz.
A Maxtek PLO-10i QCM oscillator was used with the QCM. The oscillator output the
frequency via an analog sin wave. The QCM frequency was digitized using a HP 53131A
frequency counter.
A HP E5100A Network Analyzer was used to acquire the magnitude and phase responses
of the QCM. The network analyzer was calibrated using the 1-port/3-term method.
A small mechanical relay switching circuit was built to switch the electrical configuration
of the experiment. Two relays connected to each of the QCM electrodes can be electrically
shorted with the proximity disc upon signals from digital outputs on a data acquisition
card. The data acquisition card used is a National Instruments PCI-6259 with a SCB-68
terminal box.
3.2.2 Mechanical setup
A specially designed fixture was built to hold the QCM and to allow repeatable positioning of
objects relative to the QCM. The setup also allowed electrical connection to both electrodes
of the QCM and to the positioned object and also variation of the Q-factor (Figure 25).
The QCM was held between two o-rings. The top side opened to air and the disc of external
material. The bottom side contacted the damping fluid to control the Q-factor of the QCM














Figure 24: Diagram of the QCM proximity experiment setup.
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plated clip extracted from a wire-wrap IC dual in-line package (DIP) socket. The contacts
were fitted into a holder and the holder was inserted into a slot parallel to the QCM. The
electrical contact was made by small mechanical pressure. The disc of material was held
in place by a vacuum suction tip shown in Figure 25. A thin copper wire in the form of a
spring was inside the vacuum suction tip but protruding out of the tip. If a disc was held
at the tip, the copper wire will contact the disc creating a electrical connection. A brass
tube on the side of the vacuum tip served as plumbing connection to the vacuum pump
and electrical connection to the disc of material. The vacuum suction tip was actuated
by a Starrett 463MP micro-meter and guided by four shoulder screws. Springs were used
to provide opposing force to the micrometer actuator. Several set screws were used to set
the micrometer in place so that 0 mm on the micrometer approximates 0 mm from disc to
QCM. The distance calibration was made by adjusting the position the micrometer at 0
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Three different object materials; polyvinyl acetate (PVA), nickel, and copper were used to
examine the effect of material conductivity and proximity to the QCM. These materials
were punched from a foil into a circular disc of 7.14 mm diameter then flattened using a
press. The discs have a thickness of 0.1 mm. These discs can be electrically connected
to either electrode of the QCM. There are three electrical configurations we used in our
experiments; floating, short-to-proximal, and short-to-distal. The floating configuration
shown in Figure 26a. was when the disc is not electrically connected to any of the QCM
electrodes. The short-to-proximal configuration shown in Figure 26b. was when the disc
is electrically connected to the QCM electrode nearest to the disc. The short-to-distal
configuration shown in Figure 26c. was when the disc is electrically connected to the QCM





















Figure 26: Three different electrical configurations of external disc and QCM electrodes.
a) floating b) short-to-proximal c) short-to-distal
3.3.2 Damping fluids
It is known that viscous fluids can dampen the oscillations of the QCM [11, 24]. Damping
fluids were used to conveniently lower the Q-factor of the QCM without removing the
QCM from its housing. Four different fluids were used, air, de-ionized water, 20 %wt
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) in water, and 40%wt PEG in water. Magnitude and phase
frequency responses were taken using the network analyzer. Quality factors calculated are
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shown in Table 2.
3.3.3 Experiment protocol
On the experiment setup seen in Figure 25, each experiment begins with the vacuum tip
at the highest position. One of the discs was moved directly under and in line with the
tip opening. Suction was turned on to hold the disc to the tip. The micrometer was
then adjusted to 10 mm and the QCM frequency was monitored to ensure stability. Once
the QCM frequency reached stable value with less than 1 Hz of drift per minute, the first
reading was taken at 10 mm distance. The frequency acquisition sequence controls the relay
circuit to measure the QCM frequency with floating, short-to-proximal, and short-to-distal
electrode electrical configurations shown in Figure 26. The micrometer was decremented by
0.5 mm and QCM frequency measurement was acquired for that distance. The process was
repeated until the disc was at 1 mm, then the decrement steps changed to 0.2 mm. The
last frequency reading was taken at 0.2 mm. This protocol was repeated for different disc
materials and different damping fluids.
3.4 RESULTS
The first set of results shown in Figure 27 explored the proximity effect for different electrical
configurations and several values of Q-factor. The delta frequency on the y-axis was calcu-
lated by subtracting the initial frequency at the 10 mm distance. The two higher Q-factor
results from air and water damping fluids showed a sharp decrease in the QCM resonant
frequency as the copper plate approaches the QCM closer than 1 mm. As the Q-factor de-
creased from air to water damping fluid appears to slightly amplify the frequency decrease
but also appear to increase the frequency at distances greater than 1 mm. The two very
lower Q-factor results from PEG solution damping fluids caused the curves to differ from
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the higher Q-factor ones by increasing the frequency instead of decreasing. With respect to
electrical configuration the differences appears only in the lower Q-factor results.
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Figure 27: Comparing the effect of Q-factor for different electric configurations on the
proximity effect. Subplots show the delta frequency data and trendline when compared to
air damping at arbitrarily chosen 3 mm distance. a) electrically floating disc b) shorted to
distal electrode c) shorted to proximal electrode.
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The comparison between the different electrical configurations was illustrated in Figure
28 under a specific set of conditions described in the figure caption. Curves from floating
and short-to-distal electrode configurations appears to be very similar, though the latter
configuration has a greater magnitude. The short-to-proximal electrode configuration ap-
peared to be have a greater magnitude and more importantly a different curve shape than
the other configurations. From these results, the proximity effect appeared to affect the
QCM at much greater distances for the short-to-proximal electrical configuration.









































Figure 28: Comparing electrical configurations for a the case of copper disc with 20%wt
PEG damping fluid.
The another set of results illustrated the effect of different plate material on the prox-
imity effect. Figure 29 shows the different materials under a specific Q-factor and electrical
configuration. The magnitude of the curves showed the increase in magnitude with the
increase in electrical conductivity of disc material.
3.5 DISCUSSION
The results have clearly shown that a QCM operating in low Q-factor regime will experience
proximity effects much like the inductive and capacitive proximity sensors. We believe such
effect is attributed to the fringing electromagnetic fields on the edge of the electrodes. When
compared with a type of capacitive proximity sensors that use fringing fields (Figure 30) [9],
there is a great deal of similarity to the effect described in the results. Basic electrostatic
modeling shown in Figure 31 was done in Comsol finite element modeling program to
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illustrate these fringing fields. As illustrated in Figure 31, an electrically non-homogenized
environment surrounding the QCM will alter the fringing field lines. In the floating disc
model, the disc is bending the fringing electric field lines and moving the field density closer
to the disc. In the short-to-distal model, the electric field lines are bending closer to the
disc than the floating model. The disc have also created a great field density between the
proximal electrode and the disc. This is expected as the proximal electrode and the disc
have an applied voltage between them. However, both floating and short-to-distal cases
have similar fringing field near the object. This would explain the similarities between the
experiment results for those cases. The short-to-proximal electrode model shows a different
bending of the fringing fields compared to other two configurations. In this configuration,
the disc is attracting a greater amount of electric field that was a part of the fringing field
between the electrodes. The object would cause a more pronounced effect on the fringing
fields, which would explain the much greater magnitude in the experiment result.
A simple modified BVD model (Figure 32) similar to the one used in [44] can be used
to describe the frequency trends from the proximity effect. Two capacitors Cd and Cp rep-
resents the fringing field capacitance from the object to the distal and proximal electrodes
respectively. As the distance between the object and the QCM decrease, the fringing capac-
itance will also decrease (Figure 30) [9]. By decreasing the combined Cd and Cp capacitance
in that branch, the total capacitance of the BVD circuit will decrease and the resonance










































Figure 29: Comparing different disc materials for the case of 20%wt PEG damping fluid
and shorted to proximal electrode configuration.
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frequency will increase. However, this only explains the increase in frequency from the lower
Q-factor results. The reason(s) behind the decrease of frequency at <1 mm for the higher
Q-factor results are still unknown.
3.6 CONCLUSIONS
Moving objects that disturb the fringing fields will induce a frequency shift on the QCM.
Exactly how much frequency change a QCM will experience depends on a great number of
parameters and requires more accurate modeling. This type of effect is important because
of the potential to generate frequency artifacts in QCM sensing applications. The subplots
in Figure 27 demonstrate the potential impact of these artifacts. Assuming there is a 3 mm
gap between the wall of the flow cell and a QCM operating in the low Q-factor regime. An
injection of analyte may change the Q-factor of the QCM by either mass uptake or changes to
sensing layer elasticity. In cases like this, the frequency would increase due to the change in
Q-factor in addition to changes from addition of mass and rigidity as most would commonly
expect. Frequency changes due to the proximity effect can easily be mistake for response
to analyte. More over, if the analyte changes the dielectric constant of the solution, that
would alter the fringing capacitance and would translate into a frequency shift without
actually changing the mass of the sensing layer. Certainly, this type of artifacts are not
be limited to QCM, mass acoustic sensing devices such as SAW and others would behave


















Figure 30: Basic concept of a fringing capacitive proximity sensor [9]. a) Electrode config-





















Figure 31: Basic electrostatic modeling of the electric field density (colors) and field lines.
The white areas have electric field density exceeding the color intensity range. a) electrically
floating disc b) shorted to distal electrode c) shorted to proximal electrode.
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artifacts when operating QCMs in low Q regimes, we believe that electrical and physical
size considerations must be made when designing flow-through cells for low Q-factor mass
acoustic devices. Have a good reference sensor with similar Q-factor would help identify
the artifacts. However, the best way to avoid potential artifacts is to operate QCMs in the
high Q regime (>1000).
The QCM proximity effect existed in the first version of MQCM. With only 4 mm gap
between the magnet poles, the QCM frequency was observed to shift (< 10 Hz for 2 T of
field) with applied magnetic field even when there was only diamagnetic material on the
electrode to lower the Q factor. In the MQCM case, the fringing fields were influenced
by the magnetc poles and further modulated by the much greater DC magnetic field. For
MQCM, the influence from the proximity effect did not change our conclusions in Chapter
2. In Chapter 4, the pole gap was increased to 25 mm. With a greater pole gap, the


























Figure 32: Modified BVD model describing QCM proximity effect. a) Relationship of Cd






Single and multi-layers of ferromagnetic and diamagnetic materials have been studied in
conjunction with surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) devices in [20, 36, 53–55] which some call
magnetic SAW (MSAW). MSAW devices were designed as tunable transmission delay lines
with magnetostrictive materials which can be attenuated using magnetic field [20]. Milewski
et. al [36] have found that a multi-layered configuration of magnetostrictive materials and
non-magnetic materials enhances MSAW performance. However, this technique never really
took off because of the small tunable attenuation range of typically around 0.001 percent.
4.1.2 MQCM CONCEPT
The first Magnetic QCM instrument was developed with the goal to use a QCM to measure
in-situ magnetic properties of conducting polymer thin films during exposure to various
chemicals gases [59]. We quickly realized that the MQCM instrument had potential uses in
other aspects of fundamental materials related research. One area is to study the MQCM
behavior with a stack of alternating ferromagnetic and diamagnetic layers in hope of gaining
further understanding of the physics of the observed effects.
From the MQCM experiments in Chapter 2 with continuous homogeneous magnetic
film and with magnetic particles dispersed in a non-magnetic matrix [59], we realized that
the stresses between the ferromagnetic material and the diamagnetic matrix can play a
role. The presence of diamagnetic material between the ferromagnetic material creates
large magnetic field gradients under externally applied magnetic field. The field gradient
generates stress between the separated ferromagnetic material. The similar effect may exist
in a multi-layer of ferromagnetic and diamagnetic thin films.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Our original MQCM instrument [59] has been modified as shown in Fig. 33. The oscillator
circuit has been replaced with HP E5100A network analyzer as means to acquire QCM data.
A pair of magnetic field biasing coils were added to cancel out the residual magnetic field.
The magnetic pole gap was increased to 25 mm after we observed the proximity effect in
Chapter 3 affecting the operation of the QCM [58]. The sample chamber and QCM holder




















































Figure 34: Engineering drawing of the MQCM sample chamber.
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4.2.1 STACK PREPARATION
The crystals used in this experiment were 10 MHz QCMs from International Crystal Man-
ufacture Inc. They have a diameter of 13.67 mm and the electrodes have a diameter of 5.1
mm with 10 nm of Ti adhesion metal and 100 nm of Au. The alternating layers of nickel
and gold were deposited on a QCM electrochemically. The stack starts with a layer of nickel
on the original gold electrode. The nickel electroplating solution was a ”Watts bath” [61]
with 22.34g of NiSO4.6H2O, 3.56g of NiCl2.6H2O, and 3.58g of H3BO3 in 100 ml of water
then diluted one to ten with de-ionized water. The deposition of gold was done from the
bright electroless plating solution(Tranesene Inc.) Although the gold plating solution is an
electroless plating solution, it can be used as a electroplating solution at room temperature.
The electroplating was done in a three-electrode configuration with working, counter, and
reference electrodes. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl, 1 M KCl // 1 M KNO3. For
the nickel depositions, nitrogen gas was bubbled through the plating solution for five min-
utes to minimize formation of nickel oxide. The plating process was done by sweeping the
potential from 0 V to -1.4 V at 20 mV/s for nickel and 0 V to -1.2 V at 40 mV/s for gold.
A total of 28 alternating layers of nickel and gold were deposited. The integrated charges,
calculated mass, and delta frequency of the QCM for electroplating each layer is shown in
Fig. 35. The entire stack was created in three steps. The first stage created 12 layers;
six nickel and six gold layers. The QCM was then heated to 150◦C for 16 hours to anneal
the layers. MQCM measurements were taken and eight additional layers were added for a
total of 20 layers. The 20 layered stack was then annealed at 150◦C for 16 hours. MQCM
measurements were taken and eight more layers were added for a total of 28 layers. After
another anneal, MQCM measurements were taken. Each MQCM measurement resulted in
exposure of the stack up to 10,000 Gauss magnetic field. For comparison, another QCM
was used to deposit ten consecutive nickel layers then ten consecutive gold layers achieving
similar total mass of nickel and gold to the 20 layer alternating layered stack. This QCM
was also annealed at 150◦C for 16 hours.
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4.2.2 MQCM MEASUREMENT
The MQCM measurements were done using a HP E5100A network analyzer. The network
analyzer was calibrated using the 1-port/3-termination method. The QCM admittance was
measured using the network analyzer. It was set to 1600 points per 500 ms sweep for a
narrow bandwidth centered around the resonance frequency. After the QCM was mounted
into the holder, electrical connections were checked by observing the peak on the admittance
magnitude and the phase curve. The QCM was kept under atmospheric pressure in air and
room temperature. After stable reading was reached, the magnetic fields of approximately
0 Gauss (G) , 1kG, 3kG, and 10kG were applied to the QCM. At each field value, 20 sweeps
on the network analyzer were averaged and recorded.
4.3 RESULTS
The results from the 12 layered stack are shown in Fig. 36. The admittance magnitude of
the 12 layered stack at the resonance peak increases slightly with respect to magnetic field
in Fig. 36a. The phase also shifts slightly in Fig. 36b and the narrower frequency span
Fig. 36c. Eight more layers were then added to the 12 layered stack, the resulting MQCM
measurements are shown in Fig. 37. The admittance magnitude clearly decreases with
increase of magnetic field. The admittance phase decreases left of the maxima frequency
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Figure 35: Frequency of QCM and charge for each electroplating layer.
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eight layers were added in addition to the existing 20 layers. The resulting MQCM mea-
surements are shown in Fig. 38. Similar to the MQCM results from the 20 layered stack,
the admittance magnitude clearly decreases with increase of magnetic field. However, the
decrease in magnitude from the 28 layered stack is greater than the 20 layered stack. The
phase shift pattern for the 28 layered stack is also similar to the 20 layered stack, but more
pronounced. The MQCM data was re-plotted in Fig. 39a by taking the percentage change
of the maximum admittance from zero magnetic field. From the phase data, the zero phase
frequency is re-plotted in Fig. 39b. As seen in Fig. 39, it is clear that both admittance
magnitude and zero phase frequency follows a saturating curve with respect to magnetic
field. Such curves are typical of ferromagnetic materials.
The second QCM with consecutive nickel and gold layers used for comparison showed
negligible changes with respect to magnetic field.
4.4 DISCUSSION
MQCM measurements of alternating multi-layered ferromagnetic nickel and diamagnetic
gold clearly show perturbation with respect to magnetic field. The BVD model was used
to predict a similar type of change on the admittance magnitude and phase curves. By
changing the equivalent R1 resistor in the BVD model, a similar effect to the magnetic
field can be observed. The admittance magnitude and phase of a standard BVD model
with L1=584.2 µH, C1=0.441 pF , C0=241 pF , and multiple R1 values is shown in Fig. 40.
Comparing the curves from the BVD model in Fig. 40 to the MQCM result of the 28 layered
stack in Fig. 38, the similarity is unmistakable. Change of no other equivalent parameter
in the BVD model could reproduce the observed experimental results. Therefore, the R1
component in the BVD model appears to be the representation of a QCM which is likely
perturbed by magnetic field.
The R1 component is attributed to energy losses from viscous effects and/or from in-
ternal friction [24]. Since both gold and nickel are considered to be rigid materials, bulk
viscous effects are unlikely. Since the continuous consecutive layers did not show any re-
sponse to magnetic field, the source of internal friction losses are likely at the interfaces
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between gold and nickel layers. To investigate the morphology of the nickel/gold interfaces,
another QCM was used to electroplate six recessed alternating layers of nickel and gold.
This was done by covering up a portion of the electroplated area with acrylic lacquer be-
fore electroplating the subsequent layer. After the step-wise electroplating was complete,
the lacquer was washed away with acetone to expose the boundaries between overlapping




































































































Figure 36: MQCM result of stage one with 12 layers with magnetic field shown in the
graph legend.
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electron microscope (SEM). Fig. 41 shows SEM pictures the surfaces of each layer taken
by a Zeiss Ultra 60 SEM. From these SEM pictures, these surfaces are granular. The gold
surfaces contains many grains while the nickel surfaces consist of smaller crystalline struc-
tures. We believe that these surfaces forms a interlocked boundary between nickel and gold
depicted by Fig. 42. The stress of the gold/nickel boundary interlock is modulated by depth
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Figure 37: MQCM result of stage two with 20 layers with magnetic field shown in the
graph legend.
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magnetically enhanced interlock stress enhances the acoustic coupling between the layers,
hence the increase in admittance magnitude with increase of magnetic field (Fig. 36). As
more and more layers were added to the QCM, the structure is no longer thin and the
enhanced coupling becomes a lossy acoustic component, hence the decrease of admittance







































































































We have shown that a ferromagnetic and diamagnetic multi-layered structure on a QCM
exhibit changes in the admittance magnitude and phase with magnetic field is applied.
From the simulated BVD model, we have shown that the changes to the QCM oscillations
are due to changes in the R1 resistor component in the BVD model.
The interfacial friction between the layers appear to be the primary source of the effect.
These results underscore the importance of the morphology both at the microscopic layer
level and at the level of metal grains. The possibility of giant magneto-resistance (GMR)
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Figure 39: Delta maximum admittance magnitude in percent change from zero field and









































































































































Figure 41: SEM images of boundaries between layers of a 6 layer QCM electroplated using








Figure 42: Cartoon of interfacial coupling due to magnetic field.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Thesis Conclusions
Throughout this project, a great deal was learned about QCMs, magnetism, and techniques
to measure material magnetic properties. In Chap. 2, the first working version of the
MQCM instrument was developed by using polyaniline suspension film on QCMs. The
polyaniline suspension films showed clear resonance frequency shift with applied magnetic
field while the continuous polyaniline film did not show any response. The frequency shift in
the suspension film was also shown to increase with the chemical change in the polyaniline
after HCl doping. This chapter showed that MQCM concept is valid and has the potential to
measure magnetic material properties in-situ. Two transduction hypotheses were proposed.
The first is based on frequency modulation by stiffening the film through magnetic field.
The second is based on an analogy to VSM where magnetic field disturbance generated by
moving magnetic material is modulating the QCM frequency.
During the development process leading up to the first version of MQCM, two things
were learned. First, in order for MQCM to work properly and reliably, the area around the
QCM and the oscillator circuit must be shielded and grounded to the electromagnet power
supply. Second, the proximity of the QCM to the magnet poles or any other metal object
will affect the resonance frequency. This effect is also modulated by magnetic field. The
discovery of the QCM proximity effect led to the work described in Chapter 3. This chapter
showed that if an object’s electric permittivity disrupts the normal fringing electromagnetic
field line around a QCM, the disruption will also affect the resonance frequency of the QCM.
The extent of the frequency shift from the proximity effect is dependent on the Q-factor
of the QCM. A simple modified BVD circuit with two additional capacitors were used to
model the proximity effect on a QCM.
With the information learned from the work in Chapters 2 and 3, an improved 2nd
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version of the MQCM was built. It was described in Chapter 4. In this chapter complex ge-
ometry such as particle suspension were simplified to alternating stack of ferromagnetic and
diamagnetic layers. This multi-layered stack showed significant response to magnetic field,
while, the two layer geometry of the same material and the same mass showed no response
to magnetic field. A simple BVD circuit model shows a similar behavior by changing the
resistance value in the circuit that represents frictional energy loss. Quantum effect similar
to giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was considered. However, after examining SEM surface
images, we realized that the sources of acoustic response to magnetic field is likely coming
from material interfacial stresses and not from the quantum effects.
Overall, this thesis has opened a new research area that combines the sensitive nature
of piezoelectric resonators such as the QCM and magnetic materials. The results from
experiments point to the importance of interfacial stress in the transduction principle of
MQCM.
5.2 Road Map Ahead
Looking ahead at the direction of work in this area, two questions need to be answered.
How do the interfacial properties between the layers in the MQCM multi-
layer geometry affect the acoustic response to magnetic field? In order to answer
this question the following experiments are proposed. From the work in Chapter 4, we
know that concentration of electroplating bath, temperature of the bath, and electroplating
voltage will affect the surface morphology of each layer. By creating QCMs multilayer
stack with the same number of layers but different electroplating parameters, QCMs with
smoother layer surface can be compared with QCMs with rougher layer surface. If a rougher
layer surface generates a greater response to magnetic field, then that will enforces the
interfacial stress hypothesis. The quality of the deposits will be monitored by SEM.
How would thickness of the layers in the multi-layer geometry affect re-
sponse to magnetic field? Since the hypothesis is based on interfacial stress, then the
bulk thickness of the layers should not affect the response of MQCM stack to magnetic
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field. Electroplating parameters can be adjusted to create thinner layers to test the inter-
facial stress hypothesis. Electroplating is not the only method to create multilayered stack.
Evaporation of metals as well as more complex methods such as epitaxial growth can also
create very thin layers. Extremely thin (< 10 nm) single crystal layers created with epitaxy
may also show quantum effects similar to the giant-magnetoresistance effect.
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APPENDIX A
CLARIFICATION ON EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
ON STIFFNESS AND RESONANCE FREQUENCY OF
QCM
This appendix contains unpublished data. Experiments to support this theory are in
progress. Nevertheless, the observed effects of increased mechanical stiffness of the PEG/PANI
composite in magnetic field is well within the range predicted by (8) and supported by ex-
perimental measurement shown in Figure 43.
A.1 Magnetic Properties of Polyaniline
Polyaniline is a conducting polymer in its emeraldine state. Recent studies [8, 13, 25, 29]
on the polyaniline emeraldine have shown it to be paramagnetic material. Studies on the
doped polyaniline emeraldine salt compared to undoped polyaniline emeraldine base form
of the polymer also revealed increased magnetic susceptibility due to doping [25].
A.2 Elasticity of Magnetic Polymers
A non-magnetic polymer matrix can be made into a magnetic material by adding particles of
ferromagnetic or paramagnetic materials into the polymer matrix. By magnetizing polymers
with suspended magnetic particles, the bulk elastic modulus was reported to decrease by
1-2% [43] and the energy absorbed in the bulk decreases with increased magnetic field [35].
In other words, a 15mm x 15mm x 45mm polymer bar embedded with magnetic materials
will decrease in stiffness with the application of a magnetic field. However, other polymeric
magnetic composite materials studied have shown increase in stiffness with applied magnetic
field [15,60].
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A.3 Relationship Between Elasticity and QCM Resonance
Frequency
QCM frequency can be accurately predicted by Sauerbrey equation. However, since the
Sauerbrey equation assumes the addition of material is an extension of the vibrating quartz,
the equation is limited to thin and rigid films. When, an elastic film such as poly(ethylene
glycol) is on a QCM, the film elasticity in addition to mass must be accounted in the
resonance frequency shift. The Hunt equation (8) derived in [19] using time-dependent
perturbation theory shows the role of elasticity change in shear modulus, (∆µ), on affecting
resonance frequency shift in a QCM. In this equation, ∆ω is the change in QCM resonant
frequency in radians, ∆ρ is the change in mass on the QCM, Vs is the acoustic velocity in
AT-cut quartz, ωu is the fundamental frequency of the QCM,
√
ρqµq represents the acoustic
impedance in the quartz, and hf is the thickness of the elastic film on the QCM. The Hunt
equation (8) is very similar to the well-known Sauerbrey equation but with the additional
term ∆µ
V 2s
to account for static changes to the mechanical stiffness of a film on a QCM. This
equation points out that addition of mass to a QCM will lower the resonant frequency, but
an increase in film stiffness will actually increase the resonant frequency.











A.4 Estimation of Shear Stiffness via QCM Frequency Shift
Due to Magnetic Field
The Hunt’s equation (8) can be used to reverse the calculation of frequency shift to instead
calculate change in shear stiffness ∆µ. The term ∆ρ can be removed since in MQCM
measurements, the mass of the film remains constant. With ∆ρ removed, (8) can be re-






For the case of the MQCM and Polyaniline suspension in Poly(ethylene glycol), the
fq frequency is 10 MHz, Zq is a well known constant for AT-cut quartz at 8.8 · 106kg ·
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m−2s−1. The acoustic velocity of the quartz, Vs, is a constant at 3.34 · 104m/s and film
thickness is assumed to be around 10 µm. With the constants, the Hunt equation can be
reduced to a simple linear scalar. The ∆µ can be calculated from the ∆f results from
Chapter 2. Figure 43 shows the raw delta frequency measured in MQCM with undoped
Polyaniline/PEG composite. Scaling figure 43 with the reduced Hunt equation results in
Figure 44 showing the calculated ∆µ from those delta frequencies. The calculated delta
shear modulus, ∆µ, due to magnetic field is in the order of 10 MPa and the shear modulus
for many thermoplastic polymers is on the order of 1 GPa. Therefore, the amount of shear
modulus change induced by magnetic field is about 1% of the natural shear modulus without
magnetic field. The 1% change is similar to what was reported by Ren et. al [43] using
conventional measuring techniques. Figure 45 copied from [43] shows the change in elastic
modulus with increasing magnetic field for a 15 x 15 x 45 mm bar of Sm0.88Dy0.12Fe1.93
alloy particles suspended in Araldite LY5210/HY2954 epoxy. The figure shows the elastic
modulus decreases with increases of applied magnetic field. It is important to point out
that the measurement done in [43] was using an AC magnetic field and the elastic modulus
was extracted from the change in resonance and anti-resonance frequencies of the measured
strain in the composite bar. The paper by Ren et. al provides an analogy for the physical
bases of the MQCM system. Similar to Ren et. al, the calculations presented in this
appendix also extracts information on the changes to the mechanical properties from the
changes in resonance frequency. The fact that results from the new MQCM instrument is
in the same order of magnitude compared to results measure using other means by other
people is encouraging and points to the validity of the new MQCM class of instrumentation.
Further more, experiments such as the one performed in [43] can only measure the bulk
mechanical properties while the MQCM instrument can measure thin films which can exhibit
different properties than the bulk material.
Although the work of Ren et. al [43] showed a decrease in stiffness with magnetic
field, the works of [15, 60] on magnetorheological elastomers also clearly demonstrated the
increase of shear stiffness with applied magnetic field. However, again in their work, only
bulk properties were measured due to limitation of available instrumentation. Currently no
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instrument exist that can measure such mechanical property changes induced by magnetic
field. The calculations and additional references presented here demonstrated that magnetic
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Figure 44: MQCM delta shear stiffness calculated from measured delta frequency for




























Figure 45: Dependence of elastic moduli at constant magnetic field strength EH3 and at
constant magnetic flux density EB3 on magnetic bias field HBias [43].
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